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Whilst we enjoy the last of the summer days and start to feel the early chill of autumn, thoughts
of cosy nights in on a winter evening start to creep in. There is nothing quite like the
atmosphere created by the flicker of a real flame to make the house a home.
We’re here to help brighten those dreary days – pop into the showroom and see our wide
range of contemporary and traditional wood burning and multi-fuel stoves!
Guy Crabb Plumbing and Heating are suppliers and installers of exceptional wood burning and multi-fuel stoves for your
home. Our experienced HETAS engineers can guide you through every step of the process – from the selection of a stove
to suit your needs through to successful installation and finishing to the highest standard. We have selected the best stoves
on the market from you to choose from. Come into the showroom and we can help you find the best option to suit you.

Why choose to have a stove?
Perhaps you are looking to replace a traditional open fireplace with an
inset stove or freestanding stove, our team of craftsmen can change
your fireplace entirely if required. A stove exudes a certain charm and
will soon become a focal point, adding character and style to the living
space.
One of the most desirable features and benefits of a wood burning or
multi-fuel stove is the heat output it provides. It will provide a powerful
heat source for your home, warming up the room quickly and effectively.
When it’s cold and miserable outside, many of us just want to get snug
in our own home. With its combination of heat and the visual impact of
roaring flames, a wood burning or multi-fuel stove is a great way to bring
a cosy ambience into your home.
Selecting a stove requires an analysis of the size of the room you are
trying to heat, a consideration of the safest position of a stove and
suitability of your chimney or room to take a new flue if none is currently
present. We can generally work around any issues for installation and
our experienced team, led by Charlie Slocombe, have decades of
experience to draw upon. Come and visit us in the showroom or ring
and book an appointment for our HETAS engineer to visit you at home
to assess your requirements and provide you with options and a free
quote.

** NEW IN STOCK **
As an alternative to traditional logs, we now have an exciting range
of briquettes to burn in your wood burning stove. Pop in and treat
yourself to a different woodburning experience.
WINE LOGS ~ Beat the winter blues with the warming aroma of wine!
Wine logs are literally that – dark maroon logs formed from extracted
grape seeds. They are a great talking point and help to create that
ambient winter feel.
COFFEE LOGS ~ Coffee logs are the amazing new biofuel made from
recycled coffee grounds. They are perfect for heating your home while
helping the environment too.
PEAT BRIQUETTES ~ Peat briquettes are suitable for open fires and
stoves. Peat has very little smoke and a wonderful aroma when burnt.

WHAT IS HETAS?
HETAS is the official body recognised by the
government to approve biomass and solid fuel
domestic heating appliance installers. This
includes installing and servicing wood burning
stoves.
WHY USE A HETAS REGISTERED INSTALLER?
Peace of mind –
HETAS registered installers are trained and
assessed as competent, so you can have faith in
their work.
It saves you time –
HETAS registered installers can self-certificate their
work which means that you can avoid the need for
time consuming and expensive building notice
applications to the local authority.
It is simpler –
A Certificate of Compliance will be issued as a
record of the job and that it complies with Building
Regulations. A copy of the certificate is forwarded
to HETAS who notify the local authority on your
behalf.
Future proof –
If you are looking to sell your house, any new
purchasers will require a HETAS installation
certificate of compliance to state your stove has
been safely installed.

See what our customers have been saying about us –
“Thank you for the excellent installation of our new Clearview woodburning stove, the finish and quality of your
workmanship was superb” ~ Mr & Mrs Harris
“Thank you for a great job in such a short time. Your team were first class.
See more at www.guycrabb.co.uk/testimonials
We are as warm as your showroom now!” ~ Mr & Mrs Marks

